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‘Is this the ultimate top bar hive ?’
Take a second
glance to be sure
Yes it is true. What a
magnificent sight
these industrious
bees on display
inside a very special
large glass fronted
display hive make.
If only all our
colonies were as
healthy as these at
Quince Honey Farm,
Somerset - photo
from Audrey Gill
Have you a striking, unusual
or topical honey bee related
image to share with us all?
Send it to the
today!
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Richard Woodhouse
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Comments about and contributions for publication in

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 20th of the preceding month.
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
May the month of changes
The month of May will hopefully herald change, and for our bees welcome improvements. To
complement this we are also introducing some changes and improvements to our communications.
With the growing number of members visiting the Members Website, we are in the process of
migrating some types of content from
on to the website.
Information that warrants prompt distribution will be published on the website, so that you can
access it without waiting for the next
. Most technical and routine information like
beekeeping alerts, advice and tips, apiary news and contact details; all notices about BBKA,
NBU, SBKA and other Surrey Division’s events; will also only feature on the Members Website.
The website is also the best place to provide a shop window for your photographs; and indeed
to tell stories or report on events via pictures. Consequently, the Picture of the Month will also
soon join the migration to a new Members Website slot.
This will allow
to progressively slim down and be more focused on presenting Reigate
Members and Division news, announcements and event reports, and feature topical ‘newsey’
items of interest about beekeeping.
We are keen to integrate
and the Members Website, and promote greater member
content. A simple way to comment upon specific articles in
interactivity with the
will be included, (see below). You may even wish to kick off by commenting on these changes.
Richard & Graham
Introducing the new
‘Comments’ feature.

Please Make a Comment

When you see the feature opposite just click it
to make a comment or tell us what you think
about the article.

Click to comment on this item…
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Events News
Spring Bee Health Clinic

by Bob Maurer

There was a lot to be cheerful I would be very interested to hear from those
about at our Spring Clinic, held of you who didn’t either come or provide
during Saturday 20th April at the samples.
Mickleham Community Centre.
● Are you doing your own disease checks?
● Is it the difficulty of getting samples to the
There were only two samples
clinic?
found positive for nosema. We had a 4.4%
● Would you use a postal service if it was
infection rate, the best we have had for ten
available?
years; astonishing after such a long winter. The
● Are you not bringing samples because you
company was convivial. Several members had
think there is nothing you can do if we find
the chance to have a go with the microscopes.
anything?
The bacon rolls were superb, the sun was
● Is it the cost?
shining and we all enjoyed the excellent
● What would inspire you to come?
auction. Those of us who were there had a good
At a BBKA Spring Convention lecture it was
time.
suggested that members are inspired to come
But where were the rest of you?
if the microscopists wear white
Out of a total of around two hundred members coats, as it makes them look
we had only 36 samples from 17 apiaries more like scientists. If Alan or
submitted by 16 members (plus 9 samples Audrey (right) were in lab
from the teaching apiary at Henfold Copse).
coats, would that help? We
even
get
Andrew
It’s a lot of work to gather together the could
Buchanan
to
turn
up
in
his kilt.
equipment needed to run a clinic, recruit the
But,
then
again…..
microscopy team and set up the room.
Over the next few weeks I
would really appreciate it if
some of you who didn’t make
use of this resource would
either talk to me on a
Wednesday evening at Henfold
Copse, or you can email if you
prefer.
(Or post a Comment about this report on the
Members Website using the link below)

I’ve had my moan on this page so I won’t be
grumpy with you! I just want to make our
On microscope duties were Audrey Gill, Alan clinics more productive. Don’t forget, if you are
O’Hea, Andy Coleman and myself; assisted interested in learning a bit about microscopy,
by Janet Kay and Alison Payne on ‘crushing’ the clinics are also a great place to start.
duties; and with Gill Simpson managing the
paperwork. A significant resource, I am sure The end of season clinic will be on Saturday
10th August, running in parallel with the
you would agree.
division’s Honey Extraction Day.
Andy Robinson put a huge effort into the
Put it in your diary.
organisation of our Auction and Celia Perry,
Bob Maurer
Maggie Minter and Di Wilson provided
superb catering. Paynes Bee Farms had a Please Make a Comment
well-stocked stand in the hall and Marion and
Eddie Webster also had a stand selling books
Click to comment on this item…
etc., for the benefit of the division.
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Reigate Beekeepers Auction of Bees and Beekeeping Equipment
Once again the sun shone upon
our Auction at the Mickleham
Apiary on the 20th April, as is now
the expected tradition.
This year our Auctioneer and
Auction organiser Andy Robinson, assisted by
the indefatigable Eddie Webster, had
managed to amass and catalogue nearly 100
lots.

Some 39 bidders had registered by the time
Included were hive components, smokers, the bidding got underway at 1:00 pm, but not
honey extraction and storage equipment, bee- before the photo opportunity above was
suits, observation and comb display equipment. captured.
A Leica microscope received its MOT from Bob Marion Webster teased our
Maurer prior to going under the hammer for a palate’s with tastings' of honey
bargain price. And even a
mustards, as well as providing
chainsaw found a new owner, who
quite an assortment of honey bee
was perhaps gearing up for an
related products to tease our
apiary massacre of failing colonies!
wallets open again.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, only one
Meanwhile, sustenance for not just those
colony of bees (a nucleus) was up
running and attending the Auction but also for
for auction; and fetched a
the Bee Health Clinic
respectable price.
crew,
was
provided
The Triple Andrew rated
throughout the day from
event was smoothly run
the ‘back office’ team of
on the day by Messrs
Celia Perry, Di Wilson
Robinson(right),
and Maggie Minter.
Cornwall (centre) and
Buchanan (left).
An enjoyable and successful day for all.

For items either not available
in the Auction itself, or not
won, Paynes Bee Farms
provided a well stocked stand
and did steady business
during the day. Although an early run on
foundation, left stocks of 14x12 depleted.

Richard Bradfield

Please Make a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

Apiary News
Henfold Copse Pavilion Project
After two weeks of allowing the
ground to dry out, work on the
‘Causeway’ and ‘Parking Area’
was re-started, despite further
rainfall that did not put off the
construction personnel.

Parking continues to be restricted along the
paddock and within the copse until grassed
areas are able to be used again.
Andrew Buchanan’s full April update report
can be read on the Members Website.

Attention now turns to the Pavilion itself and
The job was essentially completed the day Civil Engineering expertise from within the
membership is sought…………………
before our first meeting on the 10th April.
Click here to read more.
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Topical News
Scientists probe link between diesel and bee decline
Possible links between diesel fumes and want to find out if bees are affected in the same
collapsing honey bee colonies are being way - and answer the question of why bees
aren't finding their way back to the hive when
investigated by scientists.
they leave to find food".
The collapse of bee populations has been
recorded around the world although extensive Dr Robbie Girling, said: "The diesel fumes may
Possible links between diesel fumes and have a dual affect in that they may be mopping
collapsing honey bee colonies are being up flower smells in the air, making it harder for
investigated by scientists. A University of the bees to find their food sources."
Southampton study will investigate whether
The collapse of bee populations has been
tiny particles from diesel engines could be
recorded around the world although extensive
effecting bees' brains and their navigation. The
research has yet to identify the cause of the
three-year study will look into whether it is one
decline and offer a solution to the problem.
of the factors affecting bee numbers.
Bees are estimated to contribute £430m a year
Researchers at the university will test the
to the UK alone, by pollinating crops and
behaviour and neurological changes in honey
producing honey, the researchers said.
bees when they are exposed to diesel
…..............courtesy of Somerton Beekeepers
nanoparticles.
Professor Guy Poppy said "Diesel road-traffic is Please Make a Comment
increasing in the UK and research from the US
has shown that nanoparticles found in its fumes Possible links between diesel fumes and
Click to comment on this item…
can be detrimental to the brains of animals collapsing honey bee colonies are being
when they are exposed to large doses. "We

Approved Bee Medicines
Although varroa levels may have been lower in some colonies during last year, possibly due to
good winter controls with organic acids and thymol treatments, they remain a major problem
for beekeepers and bees alike.
Remember that Fumidil B’s licence has not been renewed by the Veterinary Medicines Directorate
(VMD) and therefore it is NOT registered for use in the UK. So it is important to be aware of
the approved medicines that are available to treat our bees.
The following is a list of currently approved medicines.
Product

Active Ingredient(s)

Apiguard Gel (25% Thymol) for Beehive Use
Apilife Var Bee-Hive Strip for Honey Bees
Apistan 10.3% w/w Bee Hive Strip
Bayvarol Strips 3.6 mg
Thymovar 15 g Bee-hive Strips for Honey Bees
Mite-away Quick Strip Beehive Strip (Formic Acid 68.2g)

Thymol
Camphor Racemic, Eucalyptus Oil, Menthol
Tau Fluvalinate
Flumethrin
Thymol
Formic Acid

Note - Treatments are approved for use in
.......information courtesy of Cheshire Beekeepers
honey bee colonies in this country by the VMD
and not by the NBU. Other treatments from
Please Make a Comment
Europe are available for use under the
‘Cascade’ system. Please visit the VMD
Possible
links between
diesel fumes and
website for information and import
Click to comment
on this item…
collapsing honey bee colonies are being
regulations, at www.vmd.defra.gov.uk
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Library News
Book Gifts in Memory of Pat Jacyna

by Richard Woodhouse

A gift to Reigate Beekeepers Library of two significant beekeeping books by
Eva Crane has been made by Peter Jacyna, in remembrance of his wife
Pat, who died last August. The September 2012 edition of
included
an obituary notice.
It is a typically generous present. The books, both in good condition, are:-

● Honey, A Comprehensive Survey, published by Heinemann 1975
● The Archaeology of Beekeeping, published by Duckworth
(paperback) 1983.
These are superb books, both beautifully illustrated and both now in scarce
supply … and valuable. They will make superb additions to our library.
Labels state that they are presented to RBKA Library in remembrance of
Peter and Pat as old members; with the date 20/11/12.
The gift was delivered to me in a parcel from Peter, with a request to pass
them on to our Library. On receipt I wrote a brief letter to Peter, thanking
him and telling him that I would inform our Chairman, Paul Cleaver (who
I know is sending an official letter of thanks). I also undertook to deliver the
books to Vince Gallo, our Librarian, which I have now done.
I have written a further letter of thanks to Peter, and I am sure he will also
appreciate receiving and reading this acknowledgment when it is published.

Equipment News
Calibrating Your Refractometer
Have you wondered how accurate your refractometer is ?
Here’s a simple way to check. Due to the remarkably consistent
properties of Extra-Virgin Olive Oil, one drop of it on the slide will
always read between 71 and 72 on the ‘Brix’ scale – the middle one
in most refractometers. If you set the lock-nut to show any such
oil at 71.5, you will have correctly calibrated the neighbouring scale
at the same time.
………………………courtesy of Notts Beekeepers

Bee Facts

Did you know ?

The bee's brain is oval in shape and only about the size of a sesame seed, yet it has
remarkable capacity to learn and remember things, and is able to make complex calculations
on distance travelled and foraging efficiency.
Research has shown that bees can solve complex mathematical problems which challenge
mathematicians and keep computers busy for days.
Bees rapidly learn to fly the shortest route between flowers discovered in random order,
effectively solving the very complex ‘travelling salesman problem’, according to scientists at
Royal Holloway, University of London.
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New Beekeeping Experiences
Strange Behaviour, but Good News for the Beekeeper
Last September after the traumas of losing
queens, my bees commenced the Winter as
only a single combined colony but with plenty
of stores, a super above and below the brood
box. At the end of January they were alive, and
as insurance I gave them fondant on top of the
frames over the bee cluster in the upper super.
In early March most of this additional food had
been taken down into the hive, there was
sounds of the colony being alive, and all looked
very promising. Again I gave then a further slab
of fondant and a pollen substitute pattie.
At the end of March I opened the top of the hive
to find dead bees around the fondant, no sign
of the food having been taken; a very quiet hive
with no signs of life. I was convinced that like
so many others, my bees had failed to survive
the continued cold weather.
Each day I watched the hive entrance hoping
to see any sign of bees, but with absolutely
nothing happening I became certain they had
died. Then suddenly two weeks later, on one
warmer morning there were lots of bees around
the hive entrance.

So the good news was that I had new bees,
which meant that there must be a queen, and
that she had been laying at least three weeks
before, at the very time when I was convinced
the colony had not survived the Winter.
Over the next few days I saw these new
foragers, (and perhaps some older bees),
return loaded with pollen. Another good sign,
suggesting there was emerging brood to be fed.
This good news was confirmed a week later
when the temperature rose above the magic
15°C and I was able to do a quick inspection
inside the brood box. There was capped brood,
not a lot, only part of a frame, and some
unsealed brood. Plenty of honey stores and
cells full of pollen.

They were acting strangely not flying directly So what are the lessons I have learnt ?
in or out of the hive entrance as I would
normally see, but hovering like helicopters ● strange behaviour is not strange when you
backwards up and away for about 225 mm from
understand the reason
the hive, as though they were looking at the
entrance, then back towards the hive. I ● ‘helicopter flying’ is good news, as are bees
flying in with pollen early in the season
watched this behaviour for some time, then
eventually some of the bees appeared to begin
● there may be a lot more activity going on
flying away, up and over the adjacent hedge.
within the hive than it appears from outside
It had almost appeared as though they had
been unsure what to do, or where to go. Did I
have a further problem with my bees, or was
this something to do with new bees I wondered.
My joy at discovering that I did after all have
live bees, was increased even further when I
spoke to Richard Woodhouse who confirmed
that, as I had begun to think, this strange
behaviour was probably the behaviour of new
young bees, who were emerging from the hive
for the first time, and were orientating
themselves before venturing off for their first
foraging flights.

● bees will manage the food they require, they
know what they are doing, and will take food
when they need it
● don’t give up on your bees, they are
resourceful, and can surprise you with their
ability to survive.
Graham Pooley

Please Make a Comment
Click to comment on this item…
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Questions & Answers
Please send your questions and queries to the editors
page)

(contact details on last

and we will seek out an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.

Question - What is the size of the slots in a queen excluder ?
As with many things in beekeeping there is not
one answer to this question, because it
depends upon the type of queen excluder you
are considering.
However, the importance of the size of this gap
was recognised by Abbe Collin in France in
1865 when he first invented the queen
excluder. The correct slot size according to
some authorities, such as Morse and Cooper’s
‘Encyclopaedia of Beekeeping is 0.163 inches
(4.1042 mm).

● delaying the mating flight
● restricting drones from passing through
Graham Pooley
…………….based on notes from Adam Leitch’s
Module 1 course

Mind the Gap !!
Gap sizes are an important feature of
beekeeping. The following is an explanation of
some gaps of which to be aware.
A gap of less than 4 mm… is too small for
any but deformed worker bees to pass through.
Any spaces, cracks or crevices of this or smaller
dimension will be filled with propolis or
sometimes a mixture of wax and propolis and
on yet other occasions pollen may be mixed in
with the filling.

The following are some typical slot sizes.

A gap of 4.3 mm… is a standard European
spacing for wires in a Queen Excluder.
Slotted Zinc QX - 4.38 mm slots

A gap of 5 mm… if used between the wires of
a square mesh will make an excellent pollen
stripper as the workers can get through, but a
significant portion of the pollen will be stripped
from their legs.
A gap of 5.2 - 5.4 mm… is a spacing that can
be used to exclude or differentiate Drones as
Workers and Queens will pass but Drones
cannot.

Plastic QX - 4.35 mm slots

Herzog QX (also known as Waldron QX)
- 4.1 to 4.22 mm slots

A gap of 6 mm… is the smallest gap that bees
will leave between adjacent comb surfaces,
(outside of the usual clustering area). The bees
can defend this more easily and they can work
individually within this dimension. The smaller
gap around the periphery of the nest, also
renders the nest less susceptible to draughts,
and may help in maintaining humidity.

A gap of 7 mm… is not used by the bees
themselves, but some people regard it as a
No matter what the size of the slots the uses valid bee space to use in some parts of
of the queen exclude include:beekeeping equipment. If this spacing occurs
between the side faces of frame top bars they
● Restricting the queen to the brood next
are the least likely to suffer from accretions of
● restricting the queen from swarming
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wax. Frames spaced at 35 mm pitch (normal 150 mm respectively. This gives 1 mm above
Hoffmann spacing) that have top bars 28 mm the frames and 9 mm below (or the reverse if
you are top bee space oriented).
in width give rise to this 7 mm gap.
A gap of 8 mm… is a popular bee space among
those that design their own equipment as it falls In all things there are exceptions, when it
midway between the 1/4" and 3/8" figures so comes to the gap between the frame bottom
bars in the bottom box and the floor surface
often quoted in old books.
underneath it, this is usually 28 mm or 31 mm
A gap of 9 mm… is the usual space the bees in UK hives, but it does not suffer brace or burr
will leave between adjacent areas of capped comb unduly, as the bees consider it a similar
brood this allows two layers of bees to work situation to a wild nest in a cave.
back to back, usually in an oval pattern in the
centre of a frame.
…..............courtesy of Bournemouth & Dorset
South Beekeepers and thanks to Dave Cusman

A gap of more than 9 mm… and we are into
brace comb territory !

Please Make a Comment
A gap of 10 mm… is practical from a design
point of view. With the B.S. Brood frame at 215
mm (some are 216 mm) and the Shallow Frame
at 140 mm The boxes are then 225 mm and

Click to comment on this item…

In Defence of Icing Sugar ………..……. Andrew Cornwall continues the discussion
I read with interest the article on using icing ● It’s a cheap and easy procedure that hobby
sugar to combat Varroa in
last month.
beekeepers can use.
● It requires little or no extra equipment.
It was thorough, but I want to tackle some ● It reduces the need to use both soft and hard
possible misconceptions that members may
chemicals.
have. Icing sugar dusting was neither devised ● It has only ever been intended as just one
to be used in isolation, nor as a one-off
part of an integrated pest management
procedure. It is merely one technique that
programme.
should be deployed as part of a comprehensive ● It is the only available method that does not
IPM
(Integrated
Pest
Management)
adversely affect the species at any level.
programme.
So just what is meant by IPM?
IPM is the term applied to a broad-based
approach to pest management. It includes all
physical and chemical pest controls.
We should teach all of the available methods
and encourage fellow beekeepers to improve
their skills. This will enable them to build up a
comprehensive IPM programme for their
colonies.
The
chemical
treatments
commonly Dusting with icing sugar is an important
administered in the Autumn by many treatment as part of an IPM programme.
beekeepers are not as bee friendly as they
would appear from the advertisements.
Andrew Cornwall
So to sum up the defence for icing sugar.

This is an extract from the article by Andrew.
To read the full article Click Here
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Reigate Membership = 216

Members News
2013 Bee Health Tour

It is proposed that our annual tour will take place on the 22nd / 23rd May. Alan Byham has
indicated that he would like to see beekeepers who are new, i.e., those that have not had
any inspection previously, or had an inspection for a substantial period (at least five years),
and, of course, any who feel that they have disease issues.
Please click here to see further details and how to contact Richard Woodhouse (email
rwdhse@gmail.com) who is organising the list of those who wish to register for a inspection.

Huajilla in Texas

……………………………….article by Richard Woodhouse

Yes, they have honey stalls at Farmer’s However, I can vouch for it producing good
Markets, even in Texas !
honey, quite delicate in taste, and with a pale
colour, which creams well when crystallised. It
Here are two photos taken in March at the commands a premium price over the usual
Urban Harvest Farmers ‘wildflower’ honey, which is their standard
Market at Eastside, product, i.e., multi-floral, and perfectly OK.
Houston, where we
were staying with our They have a lot of
son and his family.
speciality honeys in the
US,
e.g.,
tupelo,
All the usual products canteloupe,
galberry,
for sale - honey, both almond, alfalfa, as well
set and clear, bees wax as those better known
candles - and even here, such as clover.
pollen.
I had an interesting chat
But what, I hear you with Wendy Reed (show
cry, is Huajilla honey ?
in picture) who was
manning the stall - she
Huajilla is a shrub native to Mexico and South and her husband Kenny
Texas, a member of the acacia family, with a run over 1,000 colonies in SE Texas,
pale yellow flower in March-April. (I have never specialising in Huajilla honey. While I was there
seen it, but am quoting from website Wendy told me that Kenny was working flat
descriptions, which you can get via Google - out, ‘nuking’ their bees, to reduce swarming and
from
their
own
website
at what a nice problem to have in Spring..!
www.beewilde.com).

Swarm Stories
Prepare to take on boarders
No story this month. Instead, a
reminder for you to visit the
Swarm Collection pages on the
Members Website.

The start of swarm ‘season’ has clearly been
delayed by the long cold winter and late
build-up of colonies. But if the recently much
improved
weather
continues,
even
if
sporadically, expect the unexpected.
So, if like many this year, you would appreciate
being able to fill a now empty hive … get
prepared and be ready.

Look out for this logo, and see how
you can now register on-line with
our Swarm Coordinator if you want to hopefully
receive a swarm. Also read and see how to
prepare your Swarm Box for the team to use. Click here to open ‘Swarm Collection’ details.
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DIY Suggestions & Tips
Queen Cage
This month we feature a queen cage made
with recycled materials. Wood (4 mm x 24
mm) is required for the frame work, and this
can be offcuts from other woodwork projects.

DIY Suggestion

Making your own is
fun and saves money

For the plastic sided version just cut off the top
portion of a suitable container to form a small
lip to hold the sliding cover. Note the wooden
runners inside the cage, on which the wooden
lid slides.
Cut the wood to the size that suits your recycled
material, but do not make it too big, a size to
fit conveniently into your pocket is best.
Normal plastic queen cages that you buy are
so small and difficult to open with thick gloves,
also they are difficult for the beginner to catch
the queen and place her inside during such
things as comb changing, shook-swarm etc.

The metal version also has a perforated metal
base. Use two Mole-grips to hold two pieces of
wood (on both side of the material) and form
the lip to hold the sliding cover with a hammer.
Bend the metal into a U-shape to create the
sides, base, and lip of the cage.
Nail together carefully with the small pins.

This DIY version has a big opening to guide the
queen into with your hive tool, and even
wearing gloves you can easily shut the cage
cover and put the cage into your pocket; and
then release the queen back into the hive when
you are finished.
The cage can also be used for introducing a new
queen by opening the lid to a bee space, say
over 6 mm, and blocking the opening with
fondant which as the bees remove, they should
become accustomed to this new queen.
Because the DIY queen cage requires more
room than the usual purchased plastic cage you
may need to remove a frame from the hive.
Please see the pictures to see how simple it is
to make, and being made from recycled
materials it costs almost nothing. And it is fun
to make your own items useful for beekeeping.

…..adapted from notes and idea by

Dennis Chow

A clever touch is the small screw that is inserted Please Make a Comment
right through the lid to provide a handle to open
links between
diesel fumes and
the cage, and also create a stop to prevent the Possible
Click to comment
on this item…
collapsing
honey
bee
colonies
are being
lid coming off when you are using the cage.
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Honey Recipes
Favourite Reigate Recipes
This month we feature some biscuit recipes with honey from Mike Hill’s recipe collection,
which will make good treats for the beekeeper whilst working in your apiary.
Please send your favourite honey recipe or interesting culinary use to the editors.

Recipe (25) Date Shorties
1 tablespoons Honey
6 ounces Margarine or Butter
3 ounces Sugar
6 ounces Self-Raising Flour
6 ounces Semolina
6 ounces Dates
2 teaspoons Lemon Juice
¼ pint Water

Melt margarine and sugar. Stir in flour and
semolina.
Spread ½” deep in tin.
Chop dates, heat in pan with water, honey
and lemon juice. Cover previous mix,
spreading evenly.
Bake at 350°F for 30 minutes.

Recipe (26) Flap Jacks
2
4
4
6
6

ounces
ounces
ounces
ounces
ounces

Honey
Brown Sugar
Golden Syrup
Butter
Rolled Oats

Preheat oven to 180°C.
Line the base of a shallow 9” square cake
tin with baking parchment and grease
well. Put the butter, syrup, honey and
sugar in a medium pan.
Stir over a low heat until the butter has
melted and the sugar has dissolved.
Remove from heat and stir in the oats.
Press into the tin.
Bake for 20-25 minutes until golden on
top.
Allow to cool in the tin for 5 minutes then
mark into bars. Cool completely before
cutting and removing.
Bee Facts

Did you know ?

The honey bee uses its proboscis, a long, slender, hairy tongue that acts as a straw, to feed
on liquids. To hold and bite food they use mandibles, which are parts of the mouth.
(Perhaps they would use their mandibles to eat Mike’s treats !!)

Members Website
Visit the Reigate Members Website for all the very latest information about Reigate
Beekeeper’s activities, and for further information about the articles and features mentioned
in
. Information on the website includes:Apiary News, Events News, Swarm Stories, Library News,
Who to Contact; plus External Notices, ‘This Month in the
Apiary’, including Tips Checklist and topical monthly
Advice, and a ‘Notice Board’.
Click Members Website
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